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DE'/ELOPMENT AND raOOF SERVICES 
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND 

MARYIAND 

AUTHORITY: ORDM, FA-TPR-1620-501 IRLaBuwi/ch 

TEST OF SHELL, HEP, T29kE3 FOR 90-MM RIFIE, T1^9 (U) 

Eighth Report On Ordnance Project No. TS^-^B 

Dates of Test: 5 and 6 May 1959 

ABSTRACT (C) 

-JSLU-j^poct-^overe •iA©'fIring-'of 15 T29i+E3, HEP projectiles to deter- 
mine their armor-plate-defeating capahilities. Firings were conducted at 
both TO1^ and -ifOOF, against 3-inch armor plate positioned at 0° and 60° 
obliquity. The results indicated that the round was capable of defeating 
the 3-inch armor plate when the ammunition was temperature-conditioned at 
/TO0?, and was not capable of defeating the 3-inch armor plate when ammuni- 
tion was temperature-conditioned at -40°?. It is reccanmended that a shsll 
of this design be tested in the T219S^ rifle to determine the cause or 
causes of failures at low temperatures. If the round can be made to func- 
tion at low temperatures, it ia further recommended that an investigation 
be made to determine striking velocity limitations, spall velocity, and 
the upper thickness of armor plate the round is capable of defeating. . 
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(C) IITCRODUCTION 

The purpose of this test was to determine the armor-plate-defeating 
capabilities of the T294E3 projectile. This projectile differed from most 
HEP projectiles in that it was launched with virtually no spin, had a spike 
ogive and fins for stabilization, and was loaded with Octol. The round 
was fired in the T1^9 rifle, which was never standardized and is obsolete; 
hoifevor, the data obtained are applicable to HEP projectiles of this type 
for other weapons. 

2.  (C) EESCRIPriOK OF MATERIEL 

The T29UE3, HEP projectile is approximately 1^ inches long and weighs 
approximately 7 lb. It has em aluminum spike ogive, an aluminum fin assembly, 
and a thin-walled, steel body. It contains approximately 3'3 lh of Octol 
filler (when the T199 fuze is used) which is detonated by a fuze located at 
the base of the explosive charge. Each of the IS projectiles fired in this 
test were received with T199 dvmsny fuzes. As requested by Mr. Yannuzzi of 
Frankford Arsenal, the dummy T199 fuzes were replaced by T278E7 fuzes. It 
was necessary to add approximately O.Oh  lb of Octol to each projectile be- 
cause the T27ÖE7 fuze is approximately ^ inch shorter than the T199 fuze. 
Only the graze-functioning feature of the T278E7 fuze was operative since 
the "Lucky" crystal was omitted intentionally. 

3^  (C) DETAIIfi OF TEST 

3-1 Procedure 

Since a complete round utilizing the T29J+E3 projectile had never 
been developed, 'it was necessary to improvise un ignition cartridge con- 
sisting of a paper tube 7 ^ inches long and 3A lach in diameter, filled 
with 500 grains of grade Al black powder. The paper used was approximately 
0.005 inch thick. The tube was a single thickness with an overlapping 
seam of approximately l/k  inch width along its length. The open end of 
this tube fitted over a boss on the inside of the base of the cartridge 
case. The end of the tube toward the projectile was sealed with a disk 
of onionskin paper and a thin ring of cork. The tube was positioned In the 
center of the propelling charge. The propellant was contained by a paper 
liner in a steel, TÖ3E2 cartridge case. The base of the cartridge case con- 
tained two percussion primers l80 degrees apart. A train of ky  grain of 
FFFG black powder Joined both primers and the ignition cartridge. The FFFC 
black powder was retained in the boss of the cartridge case by a glued-on 
cap of onionskin paper. 

Two Tl8 internal copper-crusher pressure gages were placed in the 
base of ea^.h cartridge case after the projectile was assembled into a com- 
plete round. 
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Figure 1;     Shell;   HEP,   90-ram,  •T294E3. 
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The 15 projectiles were fired against a 3-inch-thick homogeneous armor 
pl?.te placed 100 feet from the muzzle of the rifle. Ten rounds vere tempera- 
ture conditioned at /YO0? and fired with the armor plate positioned at either 
0° or 600 obliquity. The remaining five rounds were temperature-conditioned at 
-40°^ and fired with the armor plate positioned at 0° obliquity. Two l6-fflm. 
Fast-ax, motion-picture cameras were positioned in such a manner that one camera 
photographed the projectile as it approached and Impacted on the face of the 
armor plate, while the other camera recorded the spalls that were driven off 
the rear. For measuring the velocity of the spalls a breakwire screen was 
affixed on the rear of the armor plate. As the spalls vere driven off the 
armor plate they passed through the brealcwire screen and started a timing light 
which was recorded by the camera. The camera also recorded the spalls as they 
impacted on a vertical target behind the vertical plate or a horizontal target 
behind the 600 plate. The exact distance from the spalled area to the place 
on the target where the spall impacted was measured for each round, and used in 
computing spall velocities. The distance was approximately nineteen feet for 
the vertical plate and approxiriately five feet for the 600 plate. 

3-2 Results 

Three of five projectiles produced complete spalls vhen fired against 
0° plate and temperature-conditioned at f'JO0?.    Of the other two, one projectile 
produced a hinged spall approximately 80 per cent detached, and one failed to 
bulge or spall the plate. 

Four of five projectiles produced complete spalls when fired against 
600 plate and temperature-conditioned at f'JQ0?.    One projectile failed to 
produce a bulge or spall under these conditions. Four of five projectiles fired 
against 600 plate and temperature-conditioned at -kOPF  failed to bulge or spall 
the armor plate. One projectile (test round number 3) bad such a low velocity 
that it travelled for a distance of only approximately thirty feet from the 
muzzle and failed to reach the plate. Apparently the cause of this malfunction 
was poor ignition. 

Tabl I is a summary of the results obtained from these firings. 

Table I. Summary of Results 

Obliquity of armor plate:  0° 

Temperature of ammunition: /■rJ0oF 

Test Muzzle Spall 
Round Vel, Pressure, Velocity, Duration of 

Spalling,  ms No. 

1282 

pai fps a 

6 4100 No Spall .. 

7 IO56 4350 No Spall __ 

8 756 2150 II85 18 
9 1065 5300 10^5 22 

10 1065 4350 815 27 
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Obliquity of armor plate: 60° 

Temperature of ammunition: /70oF 

Test Muzzle Spall 
Round Vel, Pressure., Velocity, 

fps & No. 

IO63 

psl 

11 4450 740 
12 859 2400 Lost 
13 893 3450 No Spall 
Ik 1059 4300 705 
15 1059 4200 67O 

Duration of 
S'pallina. ms 
~.m irt' 

13 
12 

14 
13 

Obliquity of armor plate: 60° 

temperature of ammunition-  -40oF 

1 803 2000 No Spall 
2 915 3000 No Spall 
3 Lost A B 
4 931 3300 No Spall 
5 920 3250 No Spall 

A - Too low to measure 

B - Missed plate 

aValueE represent average values of velocity over the tott'.I flight 
interval from initiation to point of impact. 

"These values represent the total time that the spalls, either 
major or minor, were in flight between the target and impact area. 

3-3 Discussion 

The improvised ignition system was not satisfactory from the stand- 
point of velocity unifo.-mity and functioning at low temperatures. 

The T278E7 fuze, Lot DQFL-197-3, has functioned satisfactorily (with 
Lucky initiation) at -40oF, in the HEAT shell. It is not known what effect low 
temperatures have on this fuze when only the graze-functioning feature is 
operative. 

It Is theorized that the distribution of the Octol filler on impact, at 
the time of fuze initiation, may change with temperature conditions, and may 
be the cause of failure at low temperatures. 

CONFIDENTIAL 



COMFäBilIMTIIÄL 
k.     (C) CONCLUSIONS 

It is concluded that a projectile of this type (i.e., nonrotated, 
spike-oglved, and Octol-loaded) is capable of defeating armor plate by spall- 
ing when the projectile is temperature-conditioned to 70 l?. The  armor- 
defeating capabilities of the round at low temperatures is in doubt. 

5-  (C) RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is recommended that: 

a. A shell of this design be tested in the T219E4 rifle, to deter- 
mine the cause or causes of failure to defeat armor plate at low 
temperatures. Tests should be conducted at various temperatures, 
including high temperatures, and fuze functioning time should be 
measured to detennine if these are factors causing failure. 

b. If the round can be made to function at low temperatures, an 
investigation be conducted to determine striking velocity limitations, 
spall velocity, and the upper thickness of armor plate the round is 
capable of defeating. 

SUEMTPEED: 

J/£Uie>' l^Usta k£. 

LEWIS R. IABWI 
Test Director 

0-fVxrvJ' 
G. MORROW 
Chief, Mortar & Recoilless 
Rifle Branch 

H. A, BECHTOL 
Chief, Artillery 
Division 

APPROVED: 

X. 

^ 

A. NOBIE 
assistant Deputy Director 
for Engineering Testing 
Development and Proof Servlaes 
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APPENDIX A 

Correspondence 

OPONANCE CORPS 

FRANKFORD   ARSENAL 
PHILADELPHIA 37, 

PENNSYLVANIA ^r, ^, R, jannuzzl/do/ScJ,9 

IN   REPLY 

fierERTooRnBA=i620 2 March 1959 

SUBJECTS    Cartridge, JEPB 9Ctani T29liEjD 

TOt Conuoandlrg Ganeral 
Ü» S» Army Ordnanoe Proving Ground^ Aberdeen 
Abardeoip Maryland 

1,    inclosed is FA-TPR-1620-IJOI outlining a program for the evaluation 
of the 9Qnm T29ÜE3D HEP Round«   Funds for this test have been fortrarded to 
Aberdeen Proving Ground under AIF Order No9 8717O100-99-35O7O-$2e 

2s It is requested that this Arsenal be notified in advance of the 
firiüg of tneea tests in ordey that a representative my be present if so 
desired« 

FOR THE COMMANDER« 

1 Inci GUr^T LUmiD, JR. 
a/a (in dupe) Captain^ Ord Corps 

Assistant 

a 

A-l 



Artillery Ammunition Components Division 
Projectile and Case Engineering Branch 

FA-TPR-1620-501 

1,    Material for Test 

Item Quantity 

15 

Design 

90mm T29hE3D 

Dwg.  No0 Remarks 

Chamberlain Corp     Octol Loaded 
J7577-3i48 

2e    project Authority 

TSli-4018 

3»    Arsenal Expenditure Order Mumber 

Funds have been transferred to Aberdeen proving Ground under AIF Order 
No.  8717010O-99~:£O70-£2. 

i^o    Object of Development 

To develop an optimum fin stabilized multi-purpose round for the 9(^nm 
T219 Rifle, 

5»    History Sketch 

There have been no previous Component Development Tests of this round 
at Aberdeen Proving Ground«    The 90ma T29liEJD is a spike nosed HEP round 
that was designed for the 90!>in TlU9 Recoillsss Riflee   This round hae not 
been dynamically tested,    it is felt that by conducting the test,, valuablo 
data will be obtained that can be directly applied to the 90tam and 120mm 
multi-purpose development,, 

6B    Description in Detail of Improvements Made Since the Last Proving Ground Test 

There have been no previous tests of this round,, 

7e    Local Testa 

Hone 

S0    Object of Test 

To determine the armor defeating capability of this round, 

9e    Precautions in  Handling and Testing 

Normal precautions in handling live amrauniLion wiH be exercised,, 

A-2 



10, Recommended Test Program 

a« Fire five (5) rounds at a temperature of flQ F against 0° plate, 

b. Fire five (5) rounds at ^70°? against 60° plate. 

c. Fire five (5) rounds at »kQ0?,    The angle of the plate is to be 
determined upon completion of parts a* and b, 

d. High speed movies are to be taken at the front and back of the plate 
during Impact and functiona 

The proper thickness of plate to be used for a0, bop and c. will be 
determined during the test, the thickness being reduced until defeat of 
the plate was obtained« 

Ho Remarks 

All material required for this test is available at Aberdeen Proving Ground, 

The above Test Program has been prepared in accordance with recomandation 
submitted hj Aberdoen Proving Ground«    Th© Te&fc Program can ho eJioascd at 
the discretion of tha proof director in order to obtain the desired results. 

A-3 
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APPENDIX B 

DEVELOPMENT AND PROOF SERVICES 
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND,  MARYLAND 

FIRING i^ECORD 

To determine the armor plate Firing Record No.:     P-6kh2k 
defeating capabilities of Dates of Test:     5 and 6 May 59 
Projectile,  HEP,   T29kE3 (U) Authority:    FA-TPR~l620-51 

Development Test W.  0.  No.   331-917-01 gl 

MATERIEL  (U) 

Rifle, 90-ram, Serial No, 7- Mount, Frankford Arsenal Accuracy 
Rest. 

AMMUNITION (U) 

Projectile: Shell HEP, T294E3, Octol-Loaded, Lot - PA-E-22942. 
Fuze:  PI, BD, TZJQEJ,  Lot DOFL-197 (Tube Rd Nos. 199 to 208), Lot 

DOFL-197-3 modified for low temperature firing (Tube Rd Nos. 
209-213). 

Case, Cartridge:  Steel, T83E2, with paper liner. 49 grains FFFG "black 
powder in the base assembly of the cartridge case. 

Ignition Cartridge:  500 grains Grade Al black powder loaded in paper 
tube, wrapped 1-1/2 turns, 0.005 inch thick, 7-1/2 
inches long, 'S/k-lnch  in diameter. 

Propellant: MIO, MP, 0.024-inch web. Lot PA-E-5616-5I, charge weight 

35.25 oz. 

FACILITIES (C) 

Firing Position:  Ford's Farm. 
Armor Plate: 6-by 6-feet by 3-inch homogeneous armor plate, Number 19954-3-1« 
Brinell Hardness:  2Ö6. 
Charpy Value:    48 ft-lbs, at -40oF- 

INSTRUMENTATION (Uj 

Velocity:  Two 30-lnch-diameter^ 280-turn,  wire-wound induction coils 
connected to two counter chronographs. 

Chamber Pressure:  Two Tl8 internal copper crusher pressure gages, placed 
in the base of each cartridge case.  Copper Lot 2AR-54. 

Photography  Two l6-mm Fastax Motion-picture cameran, one used to photograph 
the round approaching and impacting on the face of the armor 
plate, and the other photographing the spalls coming off the 
rear of the plate. 

B-l 
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FR No. P-6kh2k 
3 

■Ulis firing recoi-d forms a part of the Fourth Report on Project TB5-^Ol8. 

SUBMITTED: 

/7&CUZ* (Pruu$^ 'yUM't' 

LEWIS R. LABUWI 
Test Director 

G. MOBROW 
Chief, Motar & 
Recoilless Rifle Branch 

APPROVED: 

'     H. A. BECHTOL 
Chief, Artillery Division 
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mtADlX  C 

Anaiyx.L-ni lÄborutory Deport 5v-AL-J7 
AIIALYTICAL LABOIlAI'OIflf REPORT 59-AL-87 

10 June 1959 

Teat Title: Teat of Cartridge, HEP, T29J+23 

Project Ho.: FA-l/59/lÖ 

Prepared for: Mortar and Recollless Rifle Branch, Artillery Division 

Firings were conducted on 5, 6 May 1959 of fifteen inotrumented rounds to 
determine spoil velocity. These rounds were fired at a plate tarcet positioned 
either at 0° or 60° obliquity. The first ten rounds were conditioned to G 
temperuturo of 7°° Fahrenheit and the remaining five were conditioned to -1+0° 
Fahrenheit before firing. 

One 16-inm Fastax camera photographed the round striking the target and the 
flight of the spalls that were driven off. This record of spall flight was used 
to determine the velocity of the major spall. 

Time was recorded on the film records at mUllsecond IntervalB. The start 
of tliua wan estnbllRhed by the activation of a 50-51 sequential coder initiated 
by the spall leaving the tarcet. 

Results are given in the following table. 

Target Spall Duration of Target Spall    Duration of 
Rd. Obllqultv 

(dei^rees) 

0 

Velocity» Spalls-^ Rd. Obllqultv 
(degrees) 

60 

Velocity» Spalls^ 
No. 

No r.pall 

(ms) He. 

Ik 705 

(ms) 

6 Ik 

I 0 No spall - 1? 60 670 13 
0 1185 18 1 6o No spall m 

9 0 1045 22 2 60 Ho spall m 

10 0 815 27 3 60 No spall '.-> 
11 6o 7^0 13 h 60 No spall m 

L2 6o Lost 12 5 60 No spall m 

13 6o No spoil " 

*    Values represent average values of velocity over the total flight interval 
from Initiation to point of impact. 

** These valueu represent the total time that spalls,either major or minor, were 
In flight between target and impact area. 

SinMITTa); 

^ JiP. Aft 
W. D. GARI "HER 
Matheuiatlclan 

H, Chief 
Section 

Engineering Laboratories 
Supporting Gerviceo 
Developnent £: Proof Servlceü 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. 

Al'lllUVED: 
&. cf. 

A.   E.  KARP, dftief 
Analytical Laboratory 
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APPENDIX E 

• ■■t-#  *       »Oll«.      ■   J *$&&- EXPERIMENTAL AMMUNITION DATA CARD •*o    32^04 
T   P   H     NO KIND 

Shell, KSP,  75/25  Octol Loaded 90UU,  T29^B3 With  Kiue 
Diirmiy, T199 

AMM     LOT   NO 

PA-B-229/f2 
SPEC     NO QUANTITT   IN   LOT 

15 
DRG     NO 

None* 

ORC   DATE OR REV. ALLOT     ADVICE PROJECT   NO 

TA 1-1/^1 

RAS   ijR   EPO   NO QUANTITY   IN   SHIPMENT 

t   f. X.O. 

829-009 

PROP    CHAR5E EXPECTED   M. V EXPECTED   PRESSURE ASSEMBLED   BT 

PA 

DATE   OF   ASSEMBLY 

Jims, 1956 
REMARKS:        Packed;    Improvised.    1 Shell/fiber container;  2 fiber containers/wood box. 

Shell were melt£3 - loaded in twD poura.    Pouring temp, wao 95 - 98 c.    After first pour shell 
was vibrated for about 2 minutea to dislodge air bubbles from molten charge.    Risers were kept 
molten for l/2 hour with steao-heated probe.    Puze cavity 1.260 j^ .020" dia, 1.340 / .OX" 
deep (measured from rear end of shell body) drilled in cast charge.    See back of card for 
weights of shell felt disc, etc. (Over) 

PICATINNY   ARSENAL 
DOVER.   NEW   JERSEY" DIVISION 

Card 
Shell 0 Wt.   Body Wt.   Body Wt.  HE Wt. Assembry 

Empty Loaded OharKe w/Duitmy Puze 
1 3.10 lb. 6.42 lb. 3.32 lb. 7.12 lb. 
2 3.14 6.46 3.32 7.15 
3 3.10 6.42 3.32 7.12 
4 3.07 6.39 3.32 7.09 
5 3.12 6,44 3.32 7.14. 
6 3.15 6.48 3.33 7.17 
7 3.07 6.38 3.31 7.08 
8 3.01 6.32 3.31 7.02 
9 3.09 6.41 3.32 7.11 

10 3.07 6.39 3.32 7.08 
11 3.12 6.44 3.32 7.14 
1? 3.14 6.46 3.32 7.16 
13 3.09 6.41 3.32 7.11 
14 3.02 6.36 3.34 7.06 
lr' 3.09 6.41 3.32 7.10 

No. 82304 

Fnlt Disc 1.25 -  .01" dia    by 0.25 £  .03 thick assembled forward  of Duniry  Fuze  in Puze 
Cavity in  Bursting  Charge.     *Loaded  and assembled   in accordance  with Tech.   J.O.   829-009-233 
D.   5-2-56. 
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